
Hello, Hello, Hello!

So, you want to work for The Outdoor Inn? Read below for everything you need to know about 
what the role of ‘Casual Bar Staff’ requires:

Job Title: Casual Bar Staff

Job Purpose:

Preparing beverages for patrons and serving them at the bar or through the wait staff. 
Maintaining a clean and organised work environment.

Job Duties:

Making an array of drinks for customers, beers, spirit mixers & cocktsils etc.
TTaking beverage orders from customers and serving drinks as requested, paying extreme attention to detail
Satisfying patron requests in a timely manner
Assessing customer preferences and making drink recommendations
Providing a positive and friendly guest experience by interacting with patrons
Checking identification to verify legal age requirements for all customers on entry (Challenge 25)
Keeping a well-stocked bar with an adequate supply of, beer, wine, mixers, ice, napkins, straws, glassware, 
and other accessories
CleCleaning the bar, tables, chairs, and work area to maintain a sanitary environment
Organising the bar area to streamline drink preparation and inventory
Informing management when stock is low on site
Slicing and preparing fruit garnishes for drinks
Creating unique drinks
Serving appetisers, snacks, or other food items for customers at the bar
Complying with all food and beverage regulations
Limiting cusLimiting customer problems by restricting alcohol intake and attempting to curtail inappropriate behaviour
Team player is extremely important!

Skills and Qualifications:

Training or Experience with Bartending, Knowledge of Drink Mixing and Garnishing, 
Strong Communication Skills, Positive Attitude, Personable demeanour, Multitasking, Attention to Detail, 
Organisation, Ability to Stand for Long Periods, Strong Observational Skills, Conflict Resolution and Till Literacy.

When applying for the job, please do let us know what makes you special! We want people 
who stand out and have a personality like no other!  In the words of Ru Paul:

“good luck, and don’t f**k it up!”

Matt & Jay


